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Abstract. The manipulation of articulated objects plays an important role in
real-world robot tasks, both in home and industrial environments. A lot of attention has been devoted to the development of ad hoc approaches and algorithms for
generating the sequence of movements the robot has to perform in order to manipulate the object. Such approaches can hardly generalise on different settings,
and are usually focused on 2D manipulations.
In this paper we introduce a set of PDDL+ formulations for performing automated manipulation of articulated objects in a three-dimensional workspace by
a dual-arm robot. Presented formulations differ in terms of how gravity is modelled, considering different trade-offs between modelling accuracy and planning
performance, and between human-readability and parsability by planners. Our experimental analysis compares the formulations on a range of domain-independent
planners, that aim at generating plans for allowing a dual-arm robot to manipulate
articulated objects of different sizes. Validation is performed in simulation on a
Baxter robot.

1

Introduction

The manipulation of articulated objects plays an important role in real-world robot
tasks, both in home and industrial environments [18,15]. In literature, the problem of
determining the two- or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) configuration of articulated or
flexible objects has received much attention in the past few years [28,21,6,7], whereas
the problem of obtaining a target configuration via manipulation has been explored
in motion planning [30,3,26]. However, the employed manipulation strategies are often crafted specifically for the problem at hand, with the relevant characteristics of the
object and robot capabilities being either hard coded or assumed, thus undermining
generalisation and scalability. More general solutions [1,7] are limited to 2D configuration, with a partial exception for the work in [1], where the notion of overlap between
different parts of a cable is explicitly considered. A challenging aspect of identifying
the movements needed to achieve a desired 3D configuration of an articulated object
manipulation is that the effect of gravity has to be explicitly modelled and taken into
account.
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In this paper we introduce a set of PDDL+ [12] models for performing an automated manipulation of articulated objects in a 3D workspace by a dual-arm robot. Presented models differ in terms of how gravity is modelled, considering different levels
of accuracy, and in the design of the formulation itself, by trading-off between humanreadability and usability by planners. Three different levels of complexity are designed
and described for modelling the impact of gravity on the articulated object.
Our experimental analysis compares the proposed models on a range of domainindependent PDDL+ planners, taking into account articulated objects with different
sizes and different variable parameters (e.g., acceleration value) for each level of complexity. As a matter of fact, the empirical analysis highlights that the proposed models,
designed following the more natural and concise representation of the considered problem, can not be handled by most of the selected PDDL+ planning engines. For this
reason, we then modify the introduced PDDL+ models, providing a formulation which
trades the intuitiveness of the model for the acceptability by planning engines.
Results of our extensive experimental analysis show to which degree the proposed
PDDL+ models allow domain-independent PDDL+ planning engines to solve tasks that
model practical, real-world applications, i.e., in terms of robot workspace and the number of links and physical features characterising the articulated object. Moreover, it
gives also an indication about what is the most suited formulation and planner to solve
these specific problem instances.
To sum up, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We define two sets of PDDL+ models for the task of automated, robot-based manipulation of articulated objects in a 3D workspace. Each set of models considers
three different levels of complexity for representing the effect of gravity.
• We analyse the performance of a number of domain-independent PDDL+ planners
on realistic articulated object manipulation tasks.
We also validate generated plans using a robot control architecture for a dual-arm robot
manipulator in simulation. As a side effect of our work, we provide a challenging domain, and its PDDL+ models, to the planning community.

2

Problem Statement

Among the tasks typically carried out in shop-floor environments, the manipulation of
flexible objects, e.g., cables [14,24], is particularly challenging. On the one hand, it is
beneficial to plan the target cable configuration in advance; on the other hand, it is often necessary to keep a cable firmly using one grasping point to be able to manipulate
other parts. A robot capable of manipulating flexible objects in its 3D workspace must
be able to: (i) represent object configurations adopting suitable modelling assumptions,
and then segment the whole manipulation problem in simpler actions to be sequenced
and performed, each action operating in-between two intermediate 3D object configurations; and (ii) represent the actions to carry out using a formalism which allows for
robust plan execution and modelling inaccuracies.
These requirements lead to a robot perception and control architecture characterized by the following features: (a) similarly to the approach described in [1], the robot
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Fig. 1: A 3D articulated object configuration.

plans an appropriate sequence of actions to determine relevant 3D intermediate configurations for articulated objects (i.e., a suitable simplified model for a flexible object like
a cable) in order to determine a target 3D configuration; and (b) during plan execution,
the robot monitors the outcome of each action, and compares it with the intermediate
target configuration to achieve. The problem we consider in this paper can be defined
as follows: given a target object configuration in 3D space, determining a plan P to obtain it as an ordered set of actions P = {a1 , . . . , ai , . . . , aN ; ≺}, where each action ai
involves one or more 3D manipulation operations to be executed by a dual-arm robot.
We pose a number of assumptions described as follows:
1. flexible objects are modelled as articulated objects with a given number of links
and joints, as it is customary for computational reasons [30]; we assume an inertial
behaviour, i.e., rotating one link causes the movement of all upstream and downstream links, depending on the rotation joint;
2. the effects of gravity on all articulated object’s 3D configurations are explicitly
considered;
3. we do not assume any specific grasping or manipulation strategy to obtain a target
3D object configuration starting from another configuration;
4. the perception of articulated objects, although affected by noise, is considered perfect, i.e., data association is given.
We define an articulated object as a 2-ple α = hL, J i, where L is the ordered set of
its L links, i.e.,
L = {l1 , . . . , lj , . . . , lL ; ≺},
(1)
and J is the ordered set of its J = L − 1 joints, i.e.,
J = {j1 , . . . , jk , . . . , jJ ; ≺}.

(2)

Each link l is characterised by three parameters, namely a length, and two orientations
θl and γl , expressed with respect to a robot-centred reference frame (Figure 1). We allow only for a limited number of discrete orientation values, i.e., θl and γl can take
values from a pre-determined set of possible values. Given a link lj , upstream links are
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those from l1 to lj−1 , whereas downstream links range from lj+1 to lL . Such absolute
representation leads to the direct perception of links and their orientations. When a sequence of manipulation actions is planned, changing one absolute orientation requires,
in principle, the propagation of such change upstream or downstream the object via
joint connections. Given an articulated object α, its configuration is a L-ple:
Cα = {(θ, γ)1 , . . . , (θ, γ)l , . . . , (θ, γ)L },

(3)

where it is intended that the orientations θ and γ are expressed with respect to an absolute, robot-centred, reference frame.

3

Formulation

In order to address the problem introduced above, we exploited PDDL+ to formulate
three different domain models, corresponding to three different levels of abstraction of
the impact of gravity on the articulated object.
PDDL+ [12] is an extension of the standard planning domain modelling language,
PDDL, to model mixed discrete-continuous domains. In addition to instantaneous and
durative actions, PDDL+ introduces continuous processes and exogenous events, that
are triggered by changes in the environment. Processes are used to model continuous
change, and therefore are well suited in this context to model the impact of gravity on
articulated objects.
The absolute representation of angles we employ, on the one hand reduces the burden on the robotic framework, because the orientations of links is directly observable
by the robot perception system and does not require any additional calculation. On the
other hand, the complexity of the planning process is increased, due to the fact that any
manipulation action has to be propagated to all the upstream or downstream link orientations. The interested reader is referred to [7] for an extensive comparison of different
joint angles representation techniques in 2D setting.
In the proposed PDDL+ models, a connected predicate is used to describe the
fact that two links are jointed. Joints are not explicitly modelled: the connected predicate indicates the presence of a joint between the two involved links, and the orientation
is given via the angle function, which indicates the absolute orientation of the link li
with regards to a plane j. The value of angles ranges between 0 and 359 degrees. The
effect of the manipulation of two connected links are propagated via a corresponding affects predicate. In order to reduce the computational complexity, we fixed
the way in which the robot can manipulate two connected links, so that propagation can
only happen upstream. In other words, given two links, we allow the robot to move only
the upstream link, while the other one is kept fixed. It should be noted that, if needed,
the model can be easily extended to deal with both up and downstream manipulation by
adding the appropriate predicates. The number of planes that can be represented is not
fixed and can be easily modified: in our evaluation we considered 2 planes, vertical and
horizontal, corresponding to a 3D space.
The planner can modify the orientation of links using the following constructs:
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• An operator start-increase(l1,l2,plane) is used by the planner to manipulate the orientation of the link l2 on the plane plane, by using a gripper for
keeping l1 still, and another gripper for moving l2 .
• A process move-increase(l2, plane) is used for modelling the continuous
movement performed by the robot to increase the absolute angle related to l2 on the
corresponding plane. This process is activated by the above operator.
• An operator stop-increase(l1,l2,plane) is activated by the planner to
stop the modification of the orientation of the l1 and l2 links. The robot is therefore
releasing the two links.
• The events back-to-zero(l, plane) and back-to-360(l, plane)
are triggered when the value of the angle of link l on plane reaches, respectively,
360 or 0. In the former (latter) case, the value of the angle is reset to 0 (359).
• A process propagate-increase(l1,l2,plane) is activated when a process move-increase(l2, plane) is ongoing, and it allows to propagate the
effects of the current manipulation on all the affected upstream angles.
In a nutshell, the planning engine can modify the angle between two connected links
via the operator start-increase(l1,l2,plane): this starts the movement process, that can be stopped by the engine using another dedicated operator. The movement
process is also impacting a (potentially long) cascade of processes that models the propagation of the manipulation to affected upstream angles.
The above-listed constructs are in charge of performing and modelling manipulations aimed at increasing angles. A corresponding set of constructs is used to allow the
planner to decrease some specified angles. Figure 2 shows the PDDL+ encoding of the
start-increase operator and the back-to-zero event. Notably, the predicate
in-use is exploited to avoid parallel manipulations of the articulated object by the
robot. This is because the robot’s grippers are not explicitly modelled, therefore many
different actions could potentially be planned in parallel by the planning engine. The
freeToMove predicates are used to indicate if a link is currently being manipulated
or not; these predicates are a sort of token for grasping a specific link.
3.1

Modelling Gravity

Gravity is one of the main reasons for encoding a model in PDDL+, as gravity effects
are (i) continuous in nature, and (ii) not under the direct control of the planning engine. For these reasons, PDDL+ constructs such as continuous processes and events
are extremely handy for describing the impact of gravity on the 3D manipulation of an
articulated object.
The representation of the effects of gravity on an articulated object can be cumbersome, and may prevent the generation of valid plans in a reasonable amount of time.
Because of that, we introduce three different levels of complexity that can be implemented in the proposed PDDL+ model. It is worth noting that the typical articulated
object, in order to support the manipulation via a robot, has quite stiff joints, which are
therefore resisting –up to some degrees– to the gravity effect.
No Gravity (NoG). The most trivial way to reduce the complexity burden due to the
computation of the effects of gravity on the articulated object is, of course, to completely ignore gravity. In cases where the joints of the articulated objects are extremely
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(:action start-increase
:parameters (?l1 -link ?l2 -link ?x -plane)
:precondition (and (connected ?l1 ?l2)
(not (in-use)))
:effect (and (in-use)
(not (freeToMove ?l2))
(not (freeToMove ?l1))
(increasing_angle-robot ?l2 ?x)))
(:process move-increase
:parameters (?l2 -link ?x -plane)
:precondition
(increasing_angle-robot ?l2 ?x)
:effect
(increase (angle ?l2 ?x)(* #t (speed-i))))
(:event back-to-zero
:parameters (?l3 -link ?x -plane)
:precondition
(>= (angle ?l3 ?x) 360)
:effect
(assign (angle ?l3 ?x) 0))
Fig. 2: Part of the proposed PDDL+ formulation.

stiff, this model can still give some useful information to the robot. Notably, the reduced
complexity may allow to quickly re-plan in cases where the robot observes that gravity
has significantly modified the configuration of the object.
Uniform Circular Motion (MCU). A more sophisticated way of modelling the impact
of gravity on an articulated object can be obtained by taking a joint-by-joint perspective.
As links are connected by joints, they can not fall to the ground, but are bounded to each
other by the joints. The impact of gravity on a joint angle can be modelled as a uniform
circular motion that moves the angle towards a value of 360 (if we consider a 180-degree
angle to be on the z axis). In this encoding, the angular speed is constant. The impact
of gravity on an angle is modelled using a pair of dedicated processes (according to the
fact that the initial angle is lower or higher than 180) and, due to the fact that angles are
absolute, such motion is also propagated to all the affected joints via a different PDDL+
process. The effects of gravity on a joint can be stopped for two reasons: (i) the angle
has reached the rest position (360/0 degrees), or (ii) the corresponding link has been
grabbed by the gripper of the robot.
Uniformly Accelerated Circular Motion (MCUA). Building on top of the MCU formalisation, we introduce a more advanced representation of the impact of gravity by
modelling it as a uniformly accelerated circular motion. As before, all joints angle tend
to return to a 360 degree position on the z axis. However, their initial angular speed is
0, but it is uniformly accelerated. The acceleration is encoded in PDDL+ by means of
an additional process, that is in charge of increasing the angular speed while the gravity
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(:process gravity-increase
:parameters (?l1 - link)
:precondition (and (freeToMove ?l1)
(> (angle ?l1 ZAXES) 180)
(< (angle ?l1 ZAXES) 360))
:effect (and
(increase
(angle ?l1 ZAXES) (* #t (speed-g)))
(increasing_angle-gravity ?l1)))
Fig. 3: The process used in the MCU formulation to model the effect of gravity on angles between
180 and 359 degrees.

effect is active on a specific joint, and an appropriate event that “resets” the speed value
when the effect of gravity ends.
As for the manipulation of angles performed by the robot, also in the MCU and
MCUA formulations the effect of gravity on an angle are propagated to all the affected
joints by a set of dedicated processes and events. An example of the process exploited
in the MCU formulation for modelling gravity is provided in Figure 3.
3.2

Alternative Formulations

The process presented in Figure 3, as the dual gravity-decrease and those exploited in the MCUA formulation, has been modelled in the most human-readable way,
due to the fact that robotics experts have to be involved in the modelling process. For
this reason, the process keeps true a Boolean predicate, that is used to represent the
fact that gravity is impacting the corresponding link. Semantically, this implies that every time step in which the process is active, the corresponding predicate is set to true.
While this can be interpreted as an abuse of PDDL+ language features, it is supported
by some state-of-the-art planning engines, and provides a good ground for describing
and discussing the model with robotics experts.
Furthermore, in a preliminary set of experiments, we observed that some aspects
of the modelling of processes and events of the presented PDDL+ models were not
accepted by some of the planning engines at the state of the art. With regards to events,
an example of an unaccepted event is provided in Figure 2. The back-to-zero event
is used to reset an angle to 0 degrees as soon as the value of 360 degrees is reached.
While it is easy to see that the effect of the event is making the precondition false,
preventing the event to be re-applied immediately, some planning engines do not accept
this formulation. Instead, they require that a Boolean precondition is falsified by the
list of effects. We therefore modified the formulations with an additional predicate: it is
initially set to true to allow events to be triggered. As soon as an event is triggered, its
effects falsify the predicate, that is then reset to true by a subsequent reset event.
For the sake of completeness, and to exploit the opportunity to investigate how
planning engines performance are affected by different models, we consider in our
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experimental analysis both formulations. We will refer to the “Original” formulation
as the formulation that is not well-supported by planning engines but maximises human readability. The other formulation will be referred to as “Modified”, and it aims at
maximising the parsability by planning engines. Both versions of the models, and the
corresponding problem instances can be found at https://github.com/Flaudia/AMAO.

4

Experimental Analysis

This section presents the PDDL+ benchmarks and the planners employed in our analysis, as well as the results of the experiments we conducted. The main aim of this
analysis is to test whether our overall PDDL+ solution can solve tasks that model practical, real-world applications, i.e., in terms of robot workspace and the number of links
and physical features characterising the articulated object.
For each set of formulations, we have generated planning instances by varying the
following parameters: (i) number of links of the articulated object: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12;
(ii) in MCU: angular speed of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 grades per second; and (iii) in MCUA:
acceleration of 0.1 and 0.5 grades per second.
In order to guarantee a fair assessment of the performance of planners according
to the level of complexity used for encoding the impact of gravity, for each size of the
articulated object 5 manipulation tasks were created by randomly generating initial and
final configurations (cf. (5), while ensuring that a plan is possible). Those instances
are then encoded in PDDL+ according to the complexity level and to the value of the
corresponding MCU or MCUA parameter. Beside the size of the object, no additional
parameters have to be set for the NoG formulation. Therefore, for each size of the object
there are 5 tasks, encoded in 30 different problem models. The total number of problem
models considered in our experimental analysis is 240.
As a reference robot we considered a Baxter dual-arm manipulator, which is widely
used for research purposes and for performing manipulation tasks. This type of robot
is directly supported by the presented PDDL+ formulation, and has been used –in
simulation– to validate the generated plans. Moreover, it takes care also of the motion
planning part. An example is shown in Figure 4.
In our analysis we have employed the following state-of-the-art PDDL+ solvers:
UPMurphi [10] is possibly the most popular domain-independent PDDL+ planner, and
is based on a model-checker adapted to deal with PDDL+; DiNo [22], which adds
heuristics to the UPMurphi approach; and ENHSP [25,23], a numeric planner with
heuristics extended to process PDDL+ problems. Those planners have been selected
due to their widespread use in literature and in applications of PDDL+ planning.
Experiments have been run on a machine equipped with i7-6900K 3.20 Ghz CPU,
32 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04.3.LTS OS. 8 GB of memory were made available
for each planner run, and a 5 CPU-time minutes cut-off time limit was enforced.
To be as inclusive as possible in terms of planning engines, in the rest of this section
we will discuss results obtained with the Modified version of the PDDL+ models.
Tables 1-3 present the results of DiNo, ENHSP, and UPMurphi, respectively. All
tables are organised as follows. The columns report the various number of links, while
in the rows there are the different formulations, with their variants. For each introduced
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Fig. 4: A simulated Baxter robot manipulating a four link articulated object. The robot-centred
reference frame is highlighted with different colours for the three reference axes.

Table 1: Results achieved by DiNo on the considered benchmarks. Sizes greater than 7 are
omitted, as the planner did not solve any benchmark as well. For each dimension of the articulated
object, results are presented in terms of average runtime (percentage of solved instances). Average
is calculated by considering solved instances only.

NoG
0.1
MCU 0.5
1.0
0.1
MCUA
0.5

Size – Number of links of the articulated object
3
4
5
6
7
0.5 (40) 88.1 (40) 8.9 (20) 22.0 (40) – (0)
0.6 (40) 130.1 (40) 13.4 (20) 27.2 (40) – (0)
0.6 (40) 130.2 (40) 13.5 (20) 26.8 (40) – (0)
0.6 (40) 125.5 (40) 13.4 (20) 26.7 (40) – (0)
0.6 (40) 0.9 (20) 15.4 (20) 36.2 (40) – (0)
0.6 (40) 1.1 (20) 15.4 (20) 36.0 (40) – (0)

gravity encoding and number of links, it is reported the average runtime for solved instances, while in parenthesis it is reported the percentage of solved instances. In general,
it is easy to derive from the results presented in the tables that, of course, the difficulty
in solving the instances increases with the number of links. With regards to the level of
complexity of the gravity, the NoG model –which completely ignores gravity– seems
to be the easiest (relatively) to solve, followed by MCUA, while MCU seems to be the
hardest. Intuitively, the fact that MCUA is easier than MCU can be due to the fact that in
the MCUA model the effect of gravity slowly builds up, while in the MCU formulation
the impact of gravity starts immediately at full speed.
Considering the MCU and MCUA formulations separately, the performance of the
planning engines are not significantly affected by the employed parameters for MCUA,
while for MCU the situation looks different: DiNo and UPMurphi do not look to be
affected by the employed parameters, while the performance of ENHSP can significantly differ, also in the percentage of solved instances (see, e.g., analysis for 6 links).
Our analysis suggests that this is due to the fact that DiNo and UPMurphi tend to solve
only the easiest instances, for each considered size of the object, that requires short and
quick to execute plans to be solved. In that, the impact of using the MCU or MCUA
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Table 2: Results achieved by ENHSP on the considered benchmarks. For each dimension of
the articulated object, results are presented in terms of average runtime (percentage of solved
instances). Average is calculated by considering solved instances only.

NoG
0.1
MCU 0.5
1.0
0.1
MCUA
0.5

3
0.4 (100)
0.5 (100)
0.5 (100)
0.5 (100)
0.5 (100)
0.5 (100)

Size – Number of links of the articulated object
4
5
6
7
8
10
12
0.6 (100) 0.7 (80) 7.3 (80) 15.5 (40) 3.8 (20) 108.4 (60) 4.5 (20)
1.9 (100) 1.3 (80) 4.4 (60) 63.9 (40) 36.0 (20) – (0) 198.5 (20)
1.9 (100) 1.3 (80) 14.9 (80) 14.5 (40) 60.7 (20) – (0)
– (0)
1.7 (100) 40.0 (80) 3.2 (80) 15.4 (40) 55.3 (20) – (0)
– (0)
1.2 (100) 1.3 (80) 4.4 (60) 19.3 (20) 42.5 (20) 50.3 (20)
– (0)
1.2 (100) 1.3 (80) 4.8 (60) 19.4 (20) 50.0 (20) 55.3 (20)
– (0)

Table 3: Results achieved by UPMurphi on the considered benchmarks. Sizes greater than 5 are
omitted, as the planner did not solve any benchmark as well. For each dimension of the articulated
object, results are presented in terms of average runtime (percentage of solved instances). Average
is calculated by considering solved instances only.

NoG
0.1
MCU 0.5
1.0
0.1
MCUA
0.5

Size – Number of links
3
4
5
29.2 (40) 170.2 (20) – (0)
33.1 (40) 180.3 (20) – (0)
32.5 (40) 178.9 (20) – (0)
32.1 (40) 175.6 (20) – (0)
2.4 (20)
– (0) – (0)
45.6 (40) 214.8 (20) – (0)

model is limited. Instead, as ENHSP can solve also some more complicated instances,
taking into account gravity becomes pivotal. Moreover, we can see that ENHSP can
solve instances up to 12 links, while DiNo and UPMurphi stops at 6 and 2, respectively.
ENHSP is also the only solver able to solve all instances up to 4 links, and the majority
of the instances up to 6 links.
About the plans returned by solvers, we noticed no significant difference in terms of
both quality and structure for the three approaches. It may be the case that DiNo is able
to take better into account the upstream propagation of the effects of the manipulation
on angles. While ENHSP tends to provide plans where the robot operates directly on the
links of the joint that needs to be modified for reaching the goal position, DiNo seems
to prefer the robot to work on different links, and to exploit the use of propagation
processes to reach the goal position. However, given the small number of instances
solved by DiNo, it is hard to assess whether this behaviour emerged by chance, or it is
due to the characteristics of the planning approach exploited by the engine.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of ENHSP performance, in terms of PAR10, when run on the Original formulation and on the Modified models.

Validation. The validation performed by simulating the execution of generated plans
on a Baxter robot suggests that the MCU representation provides a reasonably accurate way to encode the gravity effect, as the generated plans can be executed in
the simulation environment without further adjustments. An example can be found at
https://github.com/Flaudia/AMAO.

4.1

Comparison of PDDL+ Models

Out of the considered planners, only ENHSP does support the Original formulation
encodings, and provides valid plans. In this section we therefore exploit this planner to
compare the impact of the two formulations on its performance.
Figure 5 shows how the performance of ENHSP are affected by the two sets of
PDDL+ models, i.e., the Original and Modified models introduced in Section 3.
In Figure 5, performance are compared in terms of Penalised Average Runtime 10
(PAR10). PAR10 is the average runtime where unsolved instances count as 10*cutoff
time. PAR10 is a metric usually exploited in machine learning and algorithm configuration techniques, as it allows to consider coverage and runtime at the same time.
In our analysis, PAR10 is calculated considering all instances of the same size, in
terms of number of links, regardless of the way in which gravity is modelled. In other
words, each point of the graph corresponds to the PAR10 score obtained by the planner on the 30 planning instances generated for the considered size of the object. It can
be noted that when considering objects with more than 5 links, the use of the Original
formulation allows to improve the performance of ENHSP. According to the Wilcoxon
signed rank test [29], performed by considering all the instances, the performance improvement obtained by using the Original models is substantial and statistically significant (p < 0.05). In terms of quality of the generated plans, there is still no significant
difference between plans generated using the Original or the Modified models.
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While this may be due to the way in which the specific planner has been designed,
and it is not easy to generalise, it is still interesting to note that the most human-friendly
encoding is the one that allows to deliver the best performance.

5

Related Work, Conclusions and Future Work

Being able to model continuous quantities in the planning process has been subject
to extensive research in Robotics, with particular reference to combined task-motion
planning. In fact, combined task-motion planning may overcome those situations in
which a high-level plan may not be executable in practice due to the nature of the robot
workspace [5,17,27]. The approach in [5] integrates Metric-FF [16] and a samplingbased motion planner. Skolem symbols are used in [27] to incorporate workspace knowledge in predicates, which implies a symbolic-geometric mapping to be checked at runtime. Modelling the planning problem in the so-called belief space allows for the integration between a Markov decision process and logic-based planning [13], specifically
by performing a search over finite sets of robot configurations. An interesting approach
to consider is termed Iteratively Deepened Task and Motion Planning [9], which incorporates workspace-related information at the task planning level. Therein, task-motion
interaction is done using the notion of semantic attachment [11], i.e., procedural functions activated during the planning process. It is noteworthy that in our case we do
not consider robot motion at the continuous level in the planning process. Rather, we
aim at modelling the effects of a continuous, exogenous process, i.e., gravity, on the
configuration of the object the robot manipulates.
In this paper we presented two sets of PDDL+ models for the problem of robot manipulation of articulated object in a 3D workspace. Each model can then consider three
levels of complexity for representing the impact of gravity. An experimental analysis,
considering state-of-the-art PDDL+ planners and articulated objects of different sizes,
have shown that with our PDDL+ formulations it is possible to solve tasks that model
practical, real-world applications, i.e., in terms of robot workspace and the number of
links and physical features characterising the articulated object. The simulation of generated plans on a Baxter dual-arm manipulator confirmed that the plans generated using
the MCU formulation is a good compromize to successfully manipulate an object.
As a side effect of our work, we also designed a set of challenging PDDL+ models, that can be used to compare the performance of planning engines. We also believe they provide a good ground for testing and exploiting knowledge engineering
techniques for evaluating the quality of different planning encodings [19]. As future
work, we would like to test our approach on different robots models, and to evaluate
more PDDL+ planners, namely SMTPlan+ [8], DReal [4] and EZCSP [2]. Both SMTPlan+ and Dreal rely on an SMT module for solving problems described using PDDL+,
while EZCSP exploits Constraint Answer Set Programming (CASP) [20] encodings
and solvers. SMTPlan+ has not been evaluated given that we were not able to compile
it under the machines at our disposal, while EZCSP is not included because currently
it does not directly support PDDL+, and the problem needs to be expressed in CASP.
Finally, DReal does not seem to be capable of generating a plan for any of the models.
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